Abstract. We propose a symbolic semantics for the finite applied pi calculus, which is a variant of the pi calculus with extensions for modelling cryptographic protocols. By treating inputs symbolically, our semantics avoids potentially infinite branching of execution trees due to inputs from the environment. Correctness is maintained by associating with each process a set of constraints on terms. We define a sound symbolic labelled bisimulation relation. This is an important step towards automation of observational equivalence for the finite applied pi calculus, e.g. for verification of anonymity or strong secrecy properties.
from the environment, the attacker can give any term which can be constructed from the terms it has learned so far in the protocol, and therefore the execution tree of the process is potentially infinite-branching. To address this problem, researchers have proposed symbolic abstractions of processes, in which terms input from the environment are represented as symbolic variables, together with some constraints. These constraints describe the knowledge of the attacker (and therefore, the range of possible values of the symbolic variable) at the time the input was performed.
Reachability properties can be verified by deciding satisfiability of constraint systems resulting from symbolic executions of process algebras (e.g. [16, 4] ). Similarly, off-line guessing attacks coded as static equivalence between process states [5] can be decided using such symbolic executions, but this requires one to check the equivalence of constraint systems, rather than satisfiability. Decision procedures for both satisfiability [11] and equivalence [5] of constraint systems exist for significant families of equational theories. Observational equivalence properties, which can be characterized as a bisimulation, express the inability of the attacker to distinguish between two processes no matter how it interacts with them. These properties are useful for modelling anonymity and privacy properties (e.g. [12] ), as well as strong secrecy. Symbolic methods have also been used for bisimulation in process algebras [14, 9] . In particular, Borgström et al. [10] define a sound symbolic bisimulation for the spi calculus.
In this paper we propose a symbolic semantics for the applied pi calculus together with a sound symbolic bisimulation. To show that a symbolic bisimulation implies the concrete one, we generally need to prove that the symbolic semantics is both sound and complete. The semantics of the applied pi calculus is not well suited for defining such a symbolic semantics. In particular, we argue in Section 2 that defining a symbolic structural equivalence which is both sound and complete seems impossible. The absence of sound and complete symbolic structural equivalence significantly complicates the proof of our main result. We therefore split it into two parts. We define a more restricted semantics which will provide an intermediate representation of applied pi calculus processes. These intermediate processes are a selected (but sufficient) subset of the original processes. One may think of them as being processes in some kind of normal form. We equip these intermediate processes with a labelled bisimulation that coincides with the original one. Then we present a symbolic semantics which is both sound and complete with respect to the intermediate one and give a sound symbolic bisimulation. To keep track of the constraints on symbolic variables we associate a separate constraint system to each symbolic process. Keeping these constraint systems separate allows us to have a clean separation between the bisimulation and the constraint solving part. In particular we can directly build on existing work [5] and obtain a decision procedure for our symbolic bisimulation for a significant family of equational theories whenever the constraint system does not contain disequalities. This corresponds to the fragment of the applied pi calculus without else branches in the conditional. For this fragment, one may also notice that our symbolic semantics can be used to verify reachability properties using the constraint solving techniques from [11] . Another side-effect of the separation between the processes and the constraint system is that we forbid α-conversion on symbolic processes as we lose the scope of names in the constraint system, but allow explicit renaming when necessary (using naming environments). We believe that the simplicity of our intermediate calculus (especially the structural equivalence) and the absence of α-conversion is appealing in view of an implementation. Finally, one may note that as in [10, 8] , our technique for deciding bisimulation is incomplete (see Section 5.1). However, we argue that our technique works for many interesting cases. The intermediate semantics and proofs are omitted, but can be found in [13] .
The Applied Pi Calculus
The applied pi calculus [2] is a language for describing processes and their interactions. We only consider the finite applied pi calculus which does not have process replication. Details about syntax and semantics of the original applied pi calculus may be found in [2] . We briefly recall them for the convenience of the reader.
Terms are defined as names, variables, and function symbols applied to other terms (of base type). We denote by N (resp. X ) the set of names (resp. variables) and distinguish the set N ch (resp. X ch ) of channel names (resp. variables) and the set N b (resp. X b ) of names (resp. variables) of base type. We define the equations which hold on terms as an equational theory E. We denote = E the equivalence relation induced by E. A typical example of an equational theory is dec(enc(x, y), y) = x.
Plain processes (P , Q, R) are built up in a similar way to processes in the pi calculus, except that messages can contain terms (rather than just names). Extended processes (A, B, C) add active substitutions { M / x }, and restriction on variables. An evaluation context C[ ] is an extended process with a hole instead of an extended process.
As usual, names and variables have scopes, which are delimited by restrictions and by inputs. We write fv(A), bv(A), fn(A) and bn(A) for the sets of free and bound variables (resp. names). In an extended process, there is at most one substitution for each variable, and exactly one when the variable is restricted. An extended process is closed if all its variables are either bound or defined by an active substitution. Active substitutions allow us to map an extended process A to its frame φ(A) by replacing every plain process in A with 0. The domain of a frame ϕ, denoted by dom(ϕ), is the set of variables for which ϕ contains a substitution { M / x } not under νx. Throughout the paper we always suppose that substitutions are cycle-free. Given substitutions σ 1 and σ 2 with dom(σ 1 ) ∩ dom(σ 2 ) = ∅, we write σ 1 ∪ σ 2 to denote the substitution whose domain is dom(σ 1 ) ∪ dom(σ 2 ) and that is equal to σ 1 on dom(σ 1 ) and to σ 2 on dom(σ 2 ). We write σ 1 σ 2 for the substitution σ whose domain is dom(σ 1 ) and such that xσ = (xσ 1 )σ 2 . We define img(σ) to be {xσ | x ∈ dom(σ)}. We write σ ⋆ to emphasize that we iterate the substitution until obtaining idempotence.
Semantics. Structural equivalence, noted ≡, is the smallest equivalence relation on extended processes that is closed under α-conversion on names and variables, application of evaluation contexts, and some other standard rules such as associativity and commutativity of the parallel operator and commutativity of the bindings. In addition the following three rules are related to active substitutions and equational theories:
As mentioned in the introduction, it seems difficult to define symbolic structural equivalence (≡ s ) which is sound and complete in the following (informal) sense:
To see this, consider the process P = in(c, x).in (c, y) .out(c, f (x)).out(c, g(y)) which can be reduced to
where M 1 and M 2 are two arbitrary terms provided by the environment. In the case that f (
, but this structural equivalence does not hold whenever f (M 1 ) = E g(M 2 ). The aim of our symbolic semantics is to avoid instantiating the variables x and y: the process P would reduce to P ′ s = out(c, f (x)).out (c, g(y) ). In this case we need to keep auxiliary information that allows us to infer that x and y may take arbitrary values. The process P ′ s represents the two cases in which x and y are equal or distinct. Hence, the question of whether the symbolic structural equivalence P
is valid cannot be decided, as it depends on the concrete values of x and y. Therefore, our notion of symbolic structural equivalence is sound but not complete in the sense above (we will give a weaker completeness result). This seems to be an inherent problem and it propagates to internal and labelled reduction, since they are closed under structural equivalence. In this example, the control flow is not affected by whether f (x) = E g(y). When control flow is affected by conditions on input variables, we maintain those conditions as a set of constraints.
Internal reduction → is the smallest relation on extended processes closed under structural equivalence and application of evaluation contexts such that
where M, N are ground and M = E N Note that the presentation of the internal reduction slightly differs from the one given in [2] , but it is easily shown to be equivalent.
The operational semantics is extended by a labelled operational semantics enabling us to reason about processes that interact with their environment. Below, a and c are channel names whereas x is a variable of base type.
− → A ′ Our rules differ slightly from those described in [2] , although we prove in [13] that labelled bisimulation in our system coincides with labelled bisimulation in [2] .
Equivalences. In [2] , it is shown that observational equivalence coincides with labelled bisimilarity. This relation is like the usual definition of bisimilarity, except that at each step one additionally requires that the processes are statically equivalent. 
Definition 1 (static equivalence (∼)). Two closed frames
} and s 0 , s 1 and k are names. Let E be the theory defined by the axiom dec(enc(x, y), y) = x. We have dec(
Definition 2 (labelled bisimilarity (≈)). Labelled bisimilarity is the largest symmetric relation R on closed extended processes, such that
A R B implies 1. φ(A) ∼ φ(B), 2. if A → A ′ , then B → * B ′ and A ′ R B ′ for some B ′ , 3. if A α → A ′ and fv(α) ⊆ dom(A) and bn(α) ∩ fn(B) = ∅, then B → * α →→ * B ′ and A ′ R B ′ for some B ′ .
Constraint Systems
The idea of symbolic semantics is to avoid infinite branching due to inputs from the environment. This is achieved by inputting a variable rather than one of infinitely many possible terms, and maintaining constraints on what value the variable may take. The constraint ϕ x is useful for specifying the information ϕ held by the environment when it supplies an input x. The constraint gd(M ) means that M is ground. We denote by names(C) (resp. vars(C)) for the names (resp. variables) of C. We define cv(C) = {x | ϕ x ∈ C} to be the constraint variables of C, and assume that those constraint variables do not appear in the domain of any frame in C. The constraint systems that we consider arise while executing symbolic processes. We therefore restrict ourselves to well-formed constraint systems, capturing the fact that the knowledge of the environment always increases along the execution: we allow it to use more names and variables (less restrictions) or give it access to more terms (larger substitution).
Definition 3 (constraint system). A constraint system C is a set of constraints where every constraint is either
and ∀y ∈ dom(σ 1 ). yσ 1 = yσ 2 .
Definition 4 (well-formed constraint system).
A constraint system C is well-formed if its deducibility constraints can be written
The second condition corresponds to the way in which variables are bound: each time a symbolic message M (which may contain variables) is put in the frame the variables in vars(M ) have to have been previously instantiated. Hence, those variables have to appear on the right of a smaller deducibility constraint. Given a constraint system C we write Ded(C) = {φ 1 x 1 , . . . , φ ℓ x ℓ }. Two well-formed constraint systems C and 5 (E-solution) . Let C be a well-formed constraint system such that Ded(C) = {φ 1 x 1 , . . . , φ ℓ x ℓ } where each φ i = νũ i .σ i for someũ i and some substitution σ i . An E-solution of C is a substitution θ whose domain is cv(C) and such that
We denote by Sol E (C) the set of E-solutions of
Symbolic Applied Pi Calculus
Intermediate extended processes (denoted A, B, C) are given by the grammar below. They may be seen as an extended process in normal form. P, Q, R := inter. plain process 0 Intuitively, in an applied process all active substitutions have been applied. For instance the extended process out(c, x) | { M / x } is not applied, as x occurs twice. A symbolic process is made up of two parts: a process and a constraint system. The nv-distinctness condition allows us to link the names and the variables in the constraint systems to those used in the process. We denote by ψ(A) the substitution obtained when taking the active substitutions { M / x } in A. We now define the ↓ operator which transforms an nv-distinct process into an intermediate process. We also define what it means to apply an evaluation context on a constraint system. This is needed because we define the semantics in a compositional way.
Definition 6 (A↓). Given an nv-distinct extended process A, the intermediate extended process A↓ is defined inductively as follows.
0↓ = 0 { M / x }↓ = { M / x } in(u, x).P ↓ = νñ.in(u, x).P ′ out(u, N ).P ↓ = νñ.out(u, N ).P ′ (νn.A)↓ = νn.(A↓) (νx.A)↓ =Ã if M = N then P else Q↓ = νñ.νm.if M = N then P ′ else Q ′ (A | B)↓ = νñ.νm.(A ′ | B ′ )(ψ(A ′ ) ∪ ψ(B ′ )) ⋆ where P ↓ = νñ.P ′ , Q↓ = νm.Q ′ , A↓ = νñ.A ′ , B↓ = νm.B ′ ,
Definition 7 (constraint system C[C]). Let C = νñ.( | D) be an intermediate evaluation context and e be a constraint. We have that -C[e] = eψ(D) when e is a constraint of the form
M = N , M = N or gd(M ); -C[νṽ.σ x] = νñ.νṽ.(σ ∪ ψ(D)) x otherwise.
Given a constraint system C, we have that C[C] = {C[e] | e ∈ C}.
As we do not allow α-conversion we explicitly run intermediate extended processes in a naming environment N : N ∪ X → {n, f, b, c}. Intuitively, N(u) = f if the name or variable u occurs free in A, and N(u) = b if u has been bound and will not be used again. N(u) = n means u is new and has not been used before, either as free or bound. N(x) = c means that the variable x is a constraint variable (i.e. an input from the environment subject to constraints in C). This discipline helps us avoid name and variable conflicts. If N(u) = t then the naming environment 
Definition 8 (Symbolic process). A symbolic process is a triple (A ; C ; N s ) where A is an intermediate extended process, C a constraint system and N s a naming environment compatible with A and C. The symbolic process (A ; C ; N) is well-formed if C is well-formed and if φ(A) max{φ | φ x ∈ C} when Ded(C) = ∅.
Given a well-formed symbolic process (A ; C ; N) we define by Sol E (C ; N) the set of solutions of C which are compatible with N, i.e. out(c, b) ) is the concrete process obtained by the solution θ 1 (resp. θ 2 ). However, note that out(c, a) is not a concretization of (A ; C ; N).
Symbolic Semantics
Symbolic structural equivalence (≡ s ) is the smallest equivalence relation on well-formed symbolic processes such that:
for some set of names S such that N(S) = f Symbolic internal reduction → s is the smallest relation on well-formed symbolic processes closed under ≡ s , application of intermediate evaluation context and such that:
Symbolic labelled reduction is the smallest relation closed under symbolic structural equivalence (≡ s ) and such that
We may note that the rules IN s and OPEN-CH s require "on-the-fly renaming". This will be needed in the bisimulation because we require both the left-and right-hand processes to use the same label without allowing α-conversion. When a transition is executed under a context (by the rules SCOPE s and PAR s ) the constraint system must also be put in the context (according to Definition 7). In particular, these rules allow to add restrictions and active substitutions to the constraint 0 y inserted by the rule IN s .
Example 4.
To illustrate our symbolic semantics, consider the process (A ; ∅ ; N) where A = νk.νs. (in(c, x) .
and N is a naming environment compatible with A. Let x ′ be a variable such that N(x ′ ) = n.
where
Symbolic Equivalences
We define symbolic static equivalence using a similar encoding as [5] . The tests used to distinguish two frames in the definition of static equivalence are encoded by means of two additional deduction constraints on fresh variables x, y and by the equation x = y.
Definition 9 (symbolic static equivalence (∼ s )). Two closed well-formed symbolic processes are statically equivalent, written (A
Proposition 1 (soundness of ∼ s ). Consider two closed and well-formed symbolic processes such that (A s ; C A ; N) ∼ s (B s ; C B ; N). We have that:
, where σ A (resp. σ B ) is the substitution corresponding to the maximal frame of C A (resp. C B ).
Definition 10 (Symbolic labelled bisimilarity (≈ s )). Symbolic labelled bisimilarity is the largest symmetric relation R on closed well-formed symbolic processes with same naming environment, such that (A
Baudet [6] presents a (co-NP) decision procedure to check ∼ s (condition 1) for constraint systems without disequality constraints and subterm convergent 4 equational theories. This includes among others the well-known Dolev-Yao theory used to model symmetric (resp. asymmetric) encryption with composed keys, signatures and pairing. Building on this existing work, we obtain a procedure to decide our symbolic bisimulation for the fragment of the finite applied pi calculus without else branches in the conditional.
Theorem 1 (Main result).
Let A and B be two closed, nv-distinct extended processes and N be a naming environment compatible with A↓, B↓. We have that
Note that limiting the theorem to nv-distinct processes is not a real restriction. If we want to prove that A ≈ B, we can construct by α-conversion two nv-distinct processes
Theorem 1 is proved by using our intermediate semantics. We define labelled bisimilarity on intermediate extended processes, and show it to coincide with labelled bisimilarity in applied pi. Soundness and completeness of the symbolic semantics is shown with respect to the intermediate semantics. This allows to obtain soundness of the symbolic bisimulation. All the details are given in [13] .
Discussion, Related and Future Work

Sources of Incompleteness
Our techniques suffer from the same sources of incompleteness as the ones described for the spi calculus in [10] . In a symbolic bisimulation the instantiation of input variables is postponed until the point at which they are actually used, leading to a finer relation. We illustrate this point on an example, similar to one given in [10] .
Example 5. Consider the two following processes:
We have that P 1 ≈ Q 1 whereas (P 1 ; ∅ ; N) ≈ s (Q 1 ; ∅ ; N) for any compatible naming environment N. Depending on the value of the input, i.e. if x is equal to a or not, P 1 and Q 1 know if the test x = a will succeed or not. However, on the symbolic side, the instantiation of x is postponed until the moment where x is really used, i.e. until the moment of the test itself, when it is too late to choose the right branch.
Related Work
A pioneering work has been done by Henessy and Lin [14] for value-passing CCS. However, the result which is most closely related to ours is by Borgström et al. [10] : they define a symbolic bisimulation for the spi calculus with the same sources of incompleteness as we have. However, our treatment of general equational theories is non trivial as illustrated by the problems implied for structural equivalence.
For many important equational theories, static equivalence has been shown to be decidable in [1] . More interestingly, some works have also been done to automate observational equivalence. The ProVerif tool [7] automates observational equivalence checking for the applied pi calculus (with process replication), but since the problem is undecidable the technique it uses is necessarily incomplete. The tool aims at proving a finer equivalence relation and relies on easily matching up the execution paths of the two processes [8] . In his thesis, Baudet [6] presents a decision procedure for a similar equivalence, called diff-equivalence, in a simplified process calculus. Examples where this equivalence relation is too fine occur when proving the observational equivalence required to show vote-privacy [15, 12] . Although our symbolic bisimulation is not complete, we are able to conclude on examples where ProVerif fails. For instance, ProVerif is unable to prove that the processes out(c, a) | out(c, b) and out(c, b) | out(c, a) are bisimilar whereas of course we are able to deal with such examples. A more interesting example, for which our symbolic semantics plays an important role is as follows. The technique used in ProVerif will generally fail in the case where the two processes take different branches at some point. This is the case in Example 6: after a synchronisation (modelled by a communication on the private channel c 1 ) between the two parallel components of process P (resp. Q), the output action of the left component of P matches the output action of the right component of Q. This example is actually inspired by the problems we encountered when we tried to verify privacy in electronic voting protocols using ProVerif. In order to establish privacy of an electronic voting protocol (according to the definition given in [15] ), we need a bisimulation relation, as the one described in this paper, which is coarse enough to allow processes to differ on their structure. We think that our symbolic bisimulation is complete enough to deal with many other interesting cases since other privacy and anonymity properties are facing the same difficulty.
Future Work
The obvious next step is to study the equivalence of solutions for constraint systems under different equational theories. Promising results have already been shown in [5] for a significant class of equational theories but for constraint systems that do not have disequalities. These results readily apply for deciding our symbolic bisimulation on the fragment without else branches in conditionals. We plan to implement an automated tool for checking observational equivalence. In particular we aim at automating proofs arising in case studies of electronic voting protocols which currently rely on hand proofs [12] .
